
Audition Assignment Fontys Circus and Performance Art (formerly known as ACAPA) 

Unveil Your Potential in Two Powerful Rounds 

First Round (Pre-selection upload in your personal file) 

Deadline: March 24, 2024 

Introduce through a captivating video. (max 2 minutes) 

 Share your name, residence, and nationality. 

 Illuminate your background and experience in circus, gymnastics, dance, or theatre. 

 Confirm if you meet the educational requirements for a bachelor's program. 

 Specify which discipline you wish to study. 

 Let your passion and motivation shine through! 

Display your talent in a performance video: (max 3 minutes): 

 Submit a recent video showcasing your discipline or talent (e.g., performance, training video). 

 Remember, quality over quantity - one video is ideal, but up to three are welcome. 

 

Upload: Both videos must be uploaded to YouTube or Vimeo, with accessible links provided in your personal file 

(videos should not be password-protected). 

Results of the pre-selection will be communicated in week 17. 

 

Second Round (Physical Audition in Tilburg) 

Dates: May 21, 22 and 23, 2024 

Attendance: Only selected candidates will be invited for the physical audition in Tilburg. Attendance on all days is 

mandatory.  

Audition days: Upon arrival at Fontys Circus, our dedicated team will commence the audition following a brief 

introduction. You will be evaluated on the following: 

 Your solo or partner act (3 minutes) 

 Flexibility 

 Physical preparation 

 Dancing  

 Theatrical 

 An interview with one of the coaches 

 

Accommodation options: are hostels, hotels, or staying at a student’s house. 

Attire recommendation:  

 Wear form-fitting clothing (covering most skin) that highlights physical lines.  

 Bring warm-up clothing and indoor shoes.  

 Tape any piercings. 

 

Why these round matters: 

1. It's the final stage where you'll demonstrate your prowess and dedication. 

2. Immerse yourself in the circus and performance world and pave the way for an extraordinary future. 

Results of the audition will be provided in June 2024. 


